
Based on the crossbase standard software, a PIM, MAM and 
cross-media solution was implemented for Hüppe, the existing 
PIM system as well as the MAM system were replaced and the 
data migrated accordingly.

A standard interface is used to continuously import the items (with master data and 
country-specific prices) to the ERP system Infor. The newly imported items are auto-
matically classified in crossbase in the product structure. Technical characteristics and 
product relationships are transferred or maintained in a complementary manner. The 
inheritance concept is used for this.

The data model of crossbase has proven to be very flexible for mapping the item variants. 
Images and texts are maintained on the basic item, as well as spare parts lists in various 
versions. In this way, over 1.5 million item variants and several million correlations are 
automatically created, which can be quickly found and displayed.

Product photos, drawings, application and assembly images, pictograms, logos and 
certificates are managed in the integrated MAM. The graphics converter automatically 
generates additional image formats and language variants for use on the Internet and 
in print production. In addition, product-independent images, documents and videos 
are managed (e.g. image pictures). Marketing-specific product views and assortments 
are maintained for the various sales channels.

The crossbase solution allows to automatically generate BMEcat catalogs with the 
standard classification ETIM. The feature mapping of crossbase is used to link the 
attributes of the standard classification (e.g. door hinge: left) with the attributes of 
Hüppe (e.g. hinge: opening left).

The country-specific catalogs, with over 500 pages consisting of product pages with 
modular structure and editorial pages with free layout, are produced database-sup-
ported and automated with the crossbase print engine in 12 languages.

There are over 10 people involved in the process. Data maintenance is supported by 
workflow tasks and reporting.

THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION COMPONENTS
y PIM with XML import interface to ERP system Infor

y Integrated MAM with graphics converter

y Generation of bulleted and continuous texts from document modules and features

y Automated creation of translation jobs with connection to TMS Trados

y Channel output management for controlling the output channels (price list catalogs, ETIM, Excel, in future online catalog and
media portal)

y API server with REST services for data provisioning of online media

y ETIM classification for data provision Trading partners and portals

y Automated, database-driven creation of print publications with InDesign

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION

Software type: Standard software 
Solution type: Individual solution  

HÜPPE GmbH 
26160 Bad Zwischenahn 

Contact: 
Hendrik Koopmann 
Head of Product Management 
Tel.: +49 4403 67-132 
hendrik.koopmann@hueppe.com 
www.hueppe.com

Company description 
HÜPPE GmbH has been producing shower 
enclosures since the 1960s, and shower 
trays for more than 20 years. It is a European 
group of companies that operates plants in 
Germany, Spain and Turkey, has twelve sales 
companies on the European continent and 
sells its products all over the world through 
commercial agencies. Today, the HÜPPE brand 
name stands for premium shower products 
everywhere in Europe.

Company type: 
Manufacturer 
Industry: 
Sanitary 
Sales range: 
approx. 1.5 MIO item variants and spare parts 
Sales volume: 
approx. 70 million euros 
Number of employees: 
approx. 600 employees worldwide 
ERP system: 
Infor (Brain) 



PRINTED MEDIA

Germany: crossbase mediasolution GmbH I Otto-Lilienthal-Straße 36 I D-71034 Böblingen I office@crossbase.de I www.crossbase.de 
France: crossbase SARL | 27, rue de Châtillon | F-25048 Besançon cedex | office@crossbase.fr | www.crossbase.fr  

Austria: crossbase mediasolution GmbH I Konrad-Doppelmayr-Straße 15 I A-6922 Wolfurt I office@crossbase.at I www.crossbase.at

APPLICATION MODULES USED

ERP interface Product database Media Asset  
Management

Text management Channel Output  
Management

Workflow- 
management

Translation 
management

Print publishing API server Provision of data Data maintenance Data export 
XML / Excel


